Comparative analysis of the packing topology of structurally important residues in helical membrane and soluble proteins.
Elucidating the distinct topology of residue packing in transmembrane proteins is essential for developing high-quality computational tools for their structure prediction. Network approaches transforming a protein's three-dimensional structure into a network have proven useful in analyzing various aspects of protein structures. Residues with high degree of connectivity as identified through network analysis are considered to be important for the stability of a protein's folded structure. It is thus of interest to study the packing topology of these structurally important residues in membrane proteins. In this work, we systematically characterized the importance and the spatial topology of these highly connected residues in helical membrane and helical soluble proteins from several aspects. A representative helical membrane protein and two helical soluble protein structure data sets were compiled and analyzed. Results of analyses indicate that the highly connected amino acid residues in membrane proteins are more scattered peripherally and more exposed to the membrane than in soluble proteins. Accordingly, they are less densely connected with each other in membrane proteins than in soluble proteins. Together with the knowledge of a centralized function site for many membrane proteins, these findings suggest a structure-function model that is distinguishable from soluble proteins.